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Rectors discuss Grace Hall experiment by Kathy Mills Staff Reporter

Rectors of Notre Dame residence halls, expressing their opinions of the Grace Hall plan to attempt experimental coeducational living, presented a variety of ideas. Several rectors said that they had not formed an opinion on the proposal, since they did not have sufficient knowledge of it.

Father William Presley, rector of St. Edward Hall, thought that the Grace hall plan is "not clear." He remarked that he would possibly favor a plan for coed living, because it enables the student to make a personal thing, "he explained. "I don't understand it; it does not make sense. Pretty soon we'll have coed dorms and if we go any further it won't make sense."

FatherCounts, however, stated that he favors some form of coed living, and that the basic problem now is more structure than upperclassmen in developing their own values, which I think is important in order to develop their own responsibility to themselves. But then again, students might need more structure that a coed dorm would give them to form these values."

Father James Riehle of Pangborn could not be reached for comment. Father George Wiskirchen of Holy Cross Hall, and Father Matthew Micieli, saying he was "not sure that Notre Dame has the right situation yet for a Grace Hall plan." He is expcted to announce the next president of St. Mary's College at an all-school convocation on March 5th.

Father John Duggan, vice president for student affairs at Vassar College, is expcted to announce the next president of St. Mary's College at an all-school convocation on March 5th.

St. Mary's Board of Regents met this weekend, discussing a number of key issues. Details of the meeting will be released today, following the convocation, and will appear in tomorrow's Observer. A series of in-depth articles as the outcome of the Regents' meeting will appear in the Observer throughout the week. (Staff photo by Andy Waterhouse)

New St. Mary's President to be announced early today

by Mary James St. Mary's Editor

St. Kathleen Anne Nelligan, C.S.C., Chairman of the Corporate Board of the Sisters of the Holy Cross, is expected to announce the next president of St. Mary's College at an all-school convocation today at 12:30 p.m. in O'Laughlin Auditorium.

The announcement will come following almost a year-long search for a president. The current head of the college is among five presidential candidates interviewed and recommended by the Board of Regents last semester. Among the possibilities are: Dr. Paul J. Reiss, vice president for academic affairs at Fordham University; Dr. Francis J. Mertz, executive vice president of St. Peter's College, New Jersey; Dr. Boyd Litzinger, dean of the School of Arts and Sciences at St. Bonaventure University; Dr. Robert Gorner, president of Clarke College, Dubuque, Iowa; and Dr. Howard Cross, dean of students at Fordham University.

Following the December 14 Board of Regents meeting, each Regent was asked to submit his recommendation concerning the five presidential candidates to the Corporate Board Chairman. Since that time, the Corporate Board has been reviewing the candidates, evaluating the Regents' recommendations, and interviewing each of the five.

Rector says Grace Hall plan "not clear," for comment.

Rector Father刘某 said that he "does not think coed living would result in more violations of the sex code, although he stressed the need for specialized training and reflection for staff members.

Eight people, right reasons Ms. Helen Gallagher, Badin rector, contended that the Grace plan should be considered. "I favor a variety of residential accommodations, not coed living. Campuses as large as this should have different types of residence. Things such as the Grace plan offer something for students ready to go into the dorm."

Gallagher observed that the coed dorm will not do anything to the way of things to affect the atmosphere between men and women unless the right people with the right reasons to go into the dorm."

Shlafer also said that he "does not think coed living has anything to do with the atmosphere between men and women. That is a personal thing," he explained.

There will it end?

Cavanagh Rector Father Matthew Micieli, saying he was "not sure that Notre Dame has the right situation yet for a Grace Hall plan." He is expcted to announce the next president of St. Mary's College at an all-school convocation on March 5th.

Micieli went on, "I think it's a step sideways rather than forward or backward. There has to be a need for something like this to occur. For example, if Notre Dame accepted 400 women, then I would see the need for this coed dorm proposal."

He concluded that the plans would create more problems than it would solve. "Let's work on what we have now," he contended.

One rector who did not wish to be quoted by name felt there was a "way of looking at it" that "is not sure that Notre Dame has the right situation yet for a Grace Hall plan." He is expcted to announce the next president of St. Mary's College at an all-school convocation on March 5th.
Family had planned hospitalization

Hijack attempt thwarted

BRASILIA (UPI) - A hijacker shot to death by police Saturday after an eight-hour siege aboard a Brazilian Boeing 727 was due to enter a mental institution Sunday for treatment of a nervous disorder, relatives said.

"We were very disappointed, but we had checked the weather reports and everything pointed to more rain later in the day," said Kathy Smouse, half-coordinated for the ND-SMC Social Commission. "We hated to cancel it, but we did not expect people to come out in the rain." Rich Cartlidge, who like the rest of the Commission members spent the last three weeks planning the weekend, echoed Smouse's feelings. "Needless to say, we were all let down, but there would have been no interest."

Friday night's dance, the only event which did take place, was termed a success by several of the planners. Between 600 and 700 people attended from Notre Dame and St. Mary's. The Bump Contest, judged by Tom Parra, Steve Niehaus, Tom Blake, and Tony Montagnese, was won by Daryl Chock of Farley Hall and her partner, Pote Kinns of "Glow One." "We had a band from Chicago, played at the dance, which lasted until 1:30 a.m."

At midnight the raffle ticket drawings were made and John Pietzack of Planner Hall, the winner, chose the trip to Daytona Beach for two as his prize.

Enough raffle tickets were sold to cover the prize and the costs of publicity and ticket printing. The money taken at the door of the dance was sufficient to pay for the band.

The Commission had made provisions for a lack of snow and had a list of substitutes to fall back on. Unfortunately, all the substitutes were outdoor events which also had to be cancelled because of the rain. The decision to cancel Saturday night's activities was made at 9 a.m. Saturday.

Friday night's dance and party as well as Saturday's ice events were cancelled when Lake Marian melted. Also cancelled were the hot dog barbecue, the Snow Tire Fire, a contest involving throwing snowballs through a hanging tire, the frisbee contest, tricycle races, the Snowshoe Shuffle, fire-lac sack races, and Demolition car event.

The Social Commission is currently planning to reschedule last Saturday's events for Saturday, March 8, if there is enough interest from the St. Mary's and Notre Dame communities and provided the weather cooperates.

"It's hard to plan anything around a winter when you never count on the South Bend weather," said Cartlidge.

How about a Rollicking Rain Rally?"
Course evaluation

SMC Student Assembly vetoes booklets

by Mary Jasek

SMC Student Assembly voted last night against including M. Mary’s classes in the course evaluation booklets for next semester.

According to a proposal submitted by Academic Affairs Commissioner Tess Lehman, the Notre Dame Course Evaluation Committee offered St. Mary’s a number of pages in its upcoming course evaluation booklet to evaluate its courses. Were SMC to accept the invitation, it would have been charged $125 per page. The estimation of space and production at the St. Mary’s section was $600 and while the total cost of producing the booklet will range from $400 to $500, it seems that a similar situation has come up again.

Last semester,” Alberta continued, “we (St. Mary’s) were given six days notice to include course evaluations in the booklet, and it seems that a similar situation has come up again. In addition, they (the booklets) didn’t come out until after registration. If the same thing happens again this semester, evaluations won’t be worthwhile. As a result, the Assembly tabled the measure for this year, but decided to reconsider it next year.

Following more discussion, an amendment charging next year’s vice president for academic affairs with the duty to investigate the feasibility of St. Mary’s participation in the course evaluation booklet was passed. However, several members stated that St. Mary’s had not been given sufficient notice to complete course evaluations.

Chris Alberta, student affairs commissioner, questioned whether SMC should evaluate its courses. “First, have the departments set up their courses for next year?” And if questions of altering a salary and/or giving academic credit to the Blue Milestone editor.

The action came as a result of requests by the editor of the St. Mary’s yearbook, Dr. Henry, to receive a salary of $400.

An investigating committee of six student assembly representatives, Kathy Carrigan, Ann Deighen, Joan Dautrich, Cindy Raccauillo, Kathy Sheedy, and Kathy Sharry, was formed.

Lurie said that last year was the first time that the editor of the yearbook was paid. Co-editors Natalie O’Dwyer and Judy Moore received $250 apiece. She contended that should her request be approved, this action should be precedent for further years.

The editor maintained that the editor should be the only paid position on the yearbook, and that in the case of co-editorship the salary awarded to one editor should be split between the two.

When Assembly members questioned the feasibility of granting academic credit rather than a salary, Garrett noted that last year a salary was awarded to the co-editors, after they were refused credit.

The emphasis in the social area is on entertainment and ideas may involve various recreations, relaxations or amusements. Service ideas should involve furnishing goods and services for the students or the University community at large as the existing book exchange and Quikie Box system. Policy ideas should be related to University procedures and activities such as Freshman Orientation and housing.

The contest begins at 5:00 p.m. Monday, February 24 and runs until March 12. Final results will be announced Wednesday, March 19. Guidelines and entry forms for Operation Brainstorm will be available in the halls, Darby’s Place, and the Ombudsman office. Compositions may be returned to Dining Hall collection boxes, Darby’s Place, or the Ombudsman Office, second floor LaFortune. Further questions may be directed to the Ombudsman Service at 208.

Ombudsman sponsors contest

A $50.00 cash prize will be awarded for the best suggestion submitted for Operation Brainstorm, an idea contest sponsored by the Student Union. Beginning today through March 12 all Notre Dame undergraduates shall submit no more than 10 ideas in the social, service, and policy areas.

Other contest prizes include six Student Assembly Union concert tickets, $3.00 in McDonald’s gift certificates and an engraved autographed copy of the SMC yearbook the Blue Mantle editor.

Other ideas that have already been implemented by the contest include: organized handbills, a weekly action column, and a monthly newspaper.

In other action, the Assembly, after much debate, agreed that one representative who had been absent from Assembly meetings all semester “did not fulfill her elected duties to the Student Assembly,” and consequently was removed from office. Her name is being withheld.

ARE YOU SICK AND TIRED OF HAVING NOTRE DAME TREAT YOU LIKE KID?

YOU HAVE A COMPLAINT, CRITICISM, IDEA, COMPLIMENT OR OPINION ABOUT THE WAY THINGS ARE DONE?

ARE YOU A LATE FOR YOUR COURSES?

ARE YOU A LATE FOR YOUR STUDIES?

ARE YOU A LATE FOR YOUR JOBS?

ARE YOU A LATE FOR YOUR DATES?

BETTER A FORTUNE BALLROOM

TOMORROW NIGHT 6-30

IF YOU DON'T SPEAK UP NOW, YOU MIGHT NOT GET THE CHANCE TO DO IT LATER!!
The proposal to make Grace Hall a dormitory for both men and women is not so radical an idea. After all, Fr. McNally, grace rector, has not proposed a permanent transfer of women to live in adjoining rooms with the men on each floor. McNally is instead calling for a one-year experiment involving only 100 women who would occupy one section on each of four floors. If this experiment in co-educational living did not work, it could be justifiably discarded after one year.

What makes this proposal so radical is not what it is trying to do for one residence hall, but what it would be doing to an entire University. This proposal cuts to the heart of certain assumptions made by this University in its attempt to implement co-education.

In many colleges and universities across the country, co-ed housing is merely a logical extension of becoming a co-educational institution. How the University intends to enforce rules governing sexuality in a co-ed dorm is a question that must be considered now. It is true that the co-ed dorm produces men and women who include major Catholic universities, has shown that the co-ed dorm produces men and women who live together more as brother and sister. It is a more natural environment for more meaningful relationships between men and women.

The proposal calls only for an experiment. At this point we cannot afford to pass up such a worthwhile experiment.

Terry Keeney

**YOU CONGRESS TYPES ARE SO DAMN SMART WITH THIS FOREIGN POLICY STUFF—HELP HENRY TURN THE LADDER**

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

**LOOK, BEN, ALL I'M TRYING TO SAY IS THAT BY DOING NOTHING BUT PRE-MADE COURSES, YOU'RE MISSING OUT ON QUANTITY, QUALITY, LITERAL AND IDEAS.**

**PROVING YOURSELF TO BE A DOCTOR SHOULD PRECLUDE DEVELOPMENT AS A PERSON—AND ANY GOOD DOCTOR IS MORE THAN A PERSON! HE'S A HUMAN!**

**THAT'S RIDICULOUS! A DOCTOR NEEDS SKILLS! I'M NOT TRYING TO IMPROVE INTELLECTUAL POWERS, I'M TRYING TO IMPROVE IN PERSONAL SKILLS!**

**GOOD MORNING, MI LONES! YOU'VE GREENTED ME WITH A SMILE, A HPICAL AND A HUG. I PROMISE TO KEEP COMING TO WORK.**

**GOOD NEWS, MI LONES! YOU'VE GREENTED ME WITH A SMILE, A HPICAL AND A HUG. I PROMISE TO KEEP COMING TO WORK.**

**THE OBSERVER**

**THAT'S INCREDIBLE! A DOCTOR NEEDS SKILLS! I'M NOT TRYING TO IMPROVE INTELLECTUAL POWERS, I'M TRYING TO IMPROVE IN PERSONAL SKILLS!**

**GOOD MORNING, MI LONES! YOU'VE GREENTED ME WITH A SMILE, A HPICAL AND A HUG. I PROMISE TO KEEP COMING TO WORK.**

**THE OBSERVER**

belltower views — Throw Away the Stills — many sheernan

After three and one half years of college, and after over fifteen years of formal education, I've made an astounding discovery: I hate school.

And yet, I make that statement in lieu of my education. I am grateful for the knowledge that I know, but I am also exposed to, but now I can't help but think that I would be better off reading and making discoveries on my own. As a matter of fact, most of the people I know have reflected on what I must not reflect on. And this has been the endeavor that has been explored by the self.
a review by peter winkler

building an artistic tradition

The work of Joe Jachna, the second major photographic exhibition of the year, is now shown at the Notre Dame Art Gallery in O'Shaughnessy Hall. It is a one-man exhibition, almost overwhelming at its own day of photographic talent. Jachna himself is generally recognized as one of the most original photographers in the world today.

In the last decade, many of his other works, which are limited use to a number of publications, have appeared in lines, too, are always bordered by the photographer's own eyes, his curves eventually limit themselves to a series of clouds, not the expansive views to come. The individuality of Jachna's pieces actually convey, his is a nature personified, uncolored, fixed. His streets and roads always end before the picture, unlike his trees, it is not straight, but twist and turn as if by some force outside them. About the only true line is a straight horizon, but the human figures, or more appropriately the human poles, or straighten out forever, or to grow and tower against the sky—to point to the foreign and beyond.

Thus, in Jachna, we find a world in which man himself ended up in opposition to the nature of things. It is a world where dark，still darker，rather than light. Perhaps this a pessimistic view. In any case, it is a view which Jachna has managed to convey skillfully and coherently. His work is an excellent contrast to the other exhibitions now hanging in the Gallery. To the realistic，stolid figures of Pestle，are opposed curving horizons and diagonal nature，limits. Against the jumble of color and hope that is Veils，is a set the grey，limited，and limiting world of Jachna. It is difficult to say which is more disturbing, but it is a disturbing，strongly. His work strikes the mind sharply，and not only at first，but in the light of his relationship, perhaps as he matures，he will also be a disturbingly，brightest and most promising photographers at work today.

Monday, February 24, 1975
the observer

a review by don roos

From Ernest Hemingway's For Whom the Bell Tolls to James T. Farrell's The Way the World Ends, the Sophomore Literary Festival this year has been a review by Steve Sorrell

blood baths and idealistic lives

The cause of freeing the oppressed people of the world, in the City of Light Star meets Sarah Runkin, who also works for the party, and of course Jake and Sarah fall in love, but one complication—the marriage of Professor Rolf Runkin, an aristocratic New England vintner—but a pair and gambler. The love affair between Sarah and Jake supersedes all else; the war’s bloodlust has a strict moral upbringing, and the fights guilt feelings about continuing adulthood. The party is angered over the love affair and transfers Jake to Spain, where he finds an Ivy League university and a faltering revolutionary army. He rallies his men and they eventually kill several soldiers, however, Jake is seriously wounded in one skirmish and has to leave the front for recuperation. Soon Sarah arrives and the two continue their affair and finally decide to find their paradise elsewhere, because the revolutionaries are losing the war—nothing but futility is seen in the ideological future of Spain. Sarah escapes to France; Jake is to go on; but several of the party's comrades meet him at the foot of the Pyrenees where he is murdered by his comrades for desertion.

The book is simply a disaster; the novel has so many failings: Jake scenes are monotonous—one tires of dodging enemy bullets and tramping through the Spanish countryside. Jake's fighting comrades, Professor Joe Garmadon, is described as a shallow, plastic revolutionary. Perhaps this Mahon credits much of this year's progress to the hard work of the Sophomores. Publicity director John Eido has been busy throughout the year contacting local radio stations, newspapers, magazines, and outlining the extensive campus publicity, and with the help of Dr. Robert Mahon and "special arrangements" directors Kathy Emery and Dr. Donald Sniegowski, have been devising ways to make the Festival come in contact with the office of the South Bend community.

All of this, of course, adds to the overall impression of Joe Jachna's photography. His work does not strike gently—it slams, and it requires only a quick glance to see that the impression is crushing. And again, the work is straight, but almost surrealistic, populated by elongated human forms, curtained by horror, nature and city, a world unmistakably stamped with Jachna's own personality, a world we have never seen before.

To someone first viewing Jachna's photography, one thing more than anything else stands out—the mastery and concern of the artist over the textures of his images. It is this very thing which has earned Jachna his place in the Pantheon of photographers. While White might stand out—the mastery and concern of the artist over the textures of his images. It is this very thing which has earned Jachna his place in the Pantheon of photographers.
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Help sought by Hotline

by Robert Jacques
Staff Reporter

The South Bend Hotline is presently in the process of recruiting volunteers to serve as listeners on the service's two phone lines.

This announcement was recently made by Kevin who preferred to use only his first name in order to preserve the anonymity of the service, a regular volunteer and the Notre Dame co-coordinator for the Hotline. He stated that while the group currently has a staff of thirty, he would like to see it doubled this spring.

The Hotline provides counseling service over the phone to anyone who calls. According to Kevin, the service has been averaging six hundred calls per month for the past year. Most of them are concerned with relationships between people, whether it be within or outside of the family. A large number are also concerned with drugs.

Approximately six months ago the Hotline underwent a change in management when it left the Youth Service Bureau to go under the auspices of the United Way, MANASA, which runs several other volunteer programs, serves as a recruiting agent for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students.

Kevin said that the Hotline's present staff, which includes one full-time employee and five volunteers, serves as a counseling service for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students. Kevin stated that the Hotline's present staff, which includes one full-time employee and five volunteers, serves a number of purposes. It is a confidential service where people can talk about their personal problems and receive advice. It is also a source of untapped potential help.

The current recruitment program is looking primarily for freshmen and sophomores, however, Kevin stated that interested juniors will also be accepted. Interested persons must submit an application to the Hotline office before March 4. An application can be obtained by calling the Hotline (382-2222) or Kevin (863-7223).

Each applicant will be interviewed in order to see whether he might have any personal or psychological problems, such as a susceptibility to shock or anger. That would make him ineligible to work on one of the lines.

Kevin added that very few people are unable to serve due to personality problems. Training sessions will start on March 4 and run for seven weeks, each lasting three hours. In them volunteers will be taught how to handle the various types of calls. It involves dealing with threats of suicide.

Besides acting as a counseling service, the Hotline also serves as a referral agency working primarily with D.A.R.T. (Drug Abuse Rescue Team) which deals with people who take overdoses of drugs or have bad trips and need assistance, and the SOS, which handles cases of rape and child molestation. Kevin added that all calls are handled in the strictest confidence and that the police are called in only if requested by the caller.

Since the Hotline has gained the financial backing of the United Way, the problem of money has been eliminated. The only problems faced by the service is the shortage of workers and the occasional conflict of roles.

Kevin explained the latter problem as such: "The listeners have to become involved with the callers in order to be effective yet at the same time they must remain impersonal and detached. It can be touchy and depressing. However, it is probably no worse than a teacher in front of a class of bored students."

Kevin added that another common problem is that of the crank caller. "People at parties get together and call continuously. It's bothersome and depressing." Kevin considers the Hotline to be a very valuable service to the community. For those people who volunteer to help, he added, "You get a feeling of doing something worthwhile. It's helping those who need help. It gives you a good feeling and a sense of satisfaction."

Joe Hin-dance cost $12. Buyers may pay derlong (234-1673) or M arlene Zloza (6939).'

Ballroom: Dinner-dance and open bar cost $6 to 6:30 in the LaFortune lobby will be on sale Monday through Friday, March 10-14 and at the Saint Mary's dining hall from 5:00 to 6:00.

The ball will be dinner-dance held at the Holiday Inn in Elkhart on Saturday, March 14. Bids for the dance, dinner and open bar cost $28; bids for only the open bar and dance cost $12. Buyers may pay the full amount or put down a $15 non-refundable deposit.

Anyone having questions may call Ball Chairman Joe Hin-dance (234-1673) or Marlene Zloza (6939).

Joe Hayden Ford & Lincoln/Mercury

On U.S. 31, in Niles (3 miles past state line) 683-3920

NEW CAR CLEARANCE
$200-$500 CASH REBATES

★ MUSTANG II'S
★ MAVERICKS
★ PINTOS
★ COMETS

For a better deal on any new or used Ford, call Joe, our campus representative, at 232-4736.

Joe Hayden Ford & Lincoln/Mercury

NICKIE'S
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OF THE LOWEST BEER
PRICES IN THE COUNTRY!

MON, TUES, WED: NOON - MIDNIGHT
THURS, FRI, SAT: NOON - 8:00 P.M.
PLUS THE BEST HALF-POUND CHARCOAL
GRILLED HAMBURGERS IN TOWN
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Three students die

Near Bloomington

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (UPI) — Near Bloomington, Ind., authorities pulled the bodies of three student explorers from Salander Cave, where they apparently became trapped during a flash flood and drowned. Four others were not lost, but they stayed a high ground inside because of the flood.

State Police said they found a jeep and a rope leading into the mouth of the second hole, known as Wayne Cave, but were unable to enter without becoming flooded.

Police identified the three victims pulled from Salandamer Cave as Terry Lee Yokem, 18, Rich Alldrich, 19, and Marcia Ann Bott, 18, all of Indianapolis, Ind. Rich Alldrich were students at theIndiana University-Purdue campus. Bloomington and Yokem was a freshman at the Indiana University-Purdue campus.

Police said they were alerted to the second exploring party when an Illinois woman called the police to report her son, an experienced spelunker, and some companions planned to explore Wayne Cave Saturday.

SECRETARY James Schlesinger said yesterday many months are minimal without that additional airlift.

off except for a U.S.-backed cease. Its supplies have been cut surrounded by Communist forces. The United States will keep Middle East pipelines open, the Defense Secretary said “I think one might infer that kind of conclusion.”

“We would in say that the United States intends to maintain whatever presence is necessary to insure the security of the Persian Gulf from the standpoint of the Western world,” he added.

Schlesinger defended the $18.7 billion budget presented to Congress and said the present rate of U.S. cutbacks in arms, and Soviet advances "will inevitably leave the United States second to the Soviet Union.

He added that the defense budget could not depend on possibly broadened detente with the Soviets.

“Our goal is a relaxation of tensions between ourselves and the Soviets in the Middle East but elsewhere. On the other hand, we recognize that uptia has not yet been reached. The United States must be prepared to balance power with our own power.”

He said he hoped there would be a rapid conclusion. "I think one must be prepared to match Soviet buildup to maintain military equilibrium.

United States has second to the Soviet Union.

Soviets.

in a statement that if Schlesinger had "absolute" faith the Congress would "invariably leave the United States second to the Soviet Union."

arms sales to the Middle East are possible.

military intervention in the Middle East, but said it is a remote possibility. “I do not think that the necessity will arise. I think that our relations with the producing states in that area will continue to be harmless,” he said.

If captured the presence of U.S. forces. The Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean are an indication to the United States.

to think that the chances of their getting to the million to support the Phnom Penh government.

funds Phnom Penh cannot obtain. The United States intends to maintain whatever presence is necessary to insure the security of the Persian Gulf from the standpoint of the Western world,” he added.

Schlesinger also said he will order the armed services to eliminate the two-year enlistment July 1 in order to cut training costs and have more experienced men in uniform. Minimum enlistment will then

Schlesinger: Cambodia will fall without American support

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Defense Secretary James Schlesinger said Sunday Cambodia will "inevitably fall" without micmic aid and would be three years.

He defended arms sales to the Middle East on grounds they are not related to the Arab nations, and warned that the United States intends to "maintain whatever presence is necessary to insure the security of the Persian Gulf from the standpoint of the Western world.”

He called a proposal by Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., for the Persian Gulf "a dismeasurable policy" because it would force Arab nations and Iran to seek weapons from the Soviets, causing even closer relations with that country.

Kennedy immediately replied in a statement that if Schlesinger has a "clearer understanding of U.S. interests in the Persian Gulf" he should explain it to Congress.

Schlesinger was interviewed on ABC's "Issues and Answers.

He did not rule out American military intervention in the Middle East, but said it is a remote possibility. “I do not think that the necessity will arise. I think that our relations with the producing states in that area will continue to be harmless,” he said.

If captured the presence of U.S. forces. The Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean are an indication to the United States.
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The Irish Eye

On the road

CHICAGO - Assistant coach Frank McLaughlin left the locker room at 4:15 p.m. Saturday afternoon,BUTTONDOWN ONE SYMPOSIUM SITE 6 p.m. the Notre Dame newspaper DePaul. "We've had a couple of tough places to play," answered McLaughlin, and he kind of shook his head and moved on.

"Tough" isn't exactly the right word to describe DePaul's Alumni Hall. It looks just like a high school gym. The building is the shape of a giant letter V; there are no seats at either end of the playing surface, and the bleachers on the side extend all the way from courtide to the upper stratosphere. When the partisan Blue Demon fans became even slightly vociferous, and that was often, the place shook like the end of a runway. O'Hare International.

On top of all that, the officiating was positively atrocious, both sides. The game got completely out of hand, and if Big Ten referees Dick Furey and Tom Ballaban weren't baying calling themselves, they had the long end of disagreement with each other.

Both teams had a few things to say about the officiating," offered DePaul's Wendell Smith winner Bill Robinson after the game. "There were some very questionable calls on both sides.

As far as the officiating goes," said Digger Phelps, "no comment, according to Big Ten rule 960 or whatever it is. Whatever they want to go, we let go. Whatever they want to call, they can call. We've played all over the country and in all kinds of arenas," added Dwight Clay. "It's tough," said co-captain Dwight Clay. "But we played eleven other ball games on the road. We should be used to it by now.

"We've played all over the country and in all kinds of arenas," added Phelps. "We're used to the crowds. You can't get excited like that this far into the season."

That crackbocker isn't easy to play in," said Dantley. "You could hear all at. But you can't blame a loss on something like that. When you lose you have to accept it. You can go around bawling the refs or criticizing them."

"Playing at UCLA was a lot worse than playing here (at DePaul)," allowed Bill Paterno. "And Kentucky was bad too. You just get to the point where the fans don't bother you, though. I can't say the crowd was a factor in our losing today."

Paterno may or may not have estimated the effects somewhat, because just as the home fans at the ACC mean about ten points to the Irish, Blue Demon supporters at Alumni Hall helped DePaul get off the hook.

Luckily for Notre Dame, its last two games are at home, and now, both contests are must-win situations. But even after the loss to DePaul, should the Irish win, 18-8 is worth admission price to the NCAA tournament.

DANTLEY MOVES IN past Demon Bill Robinson for two points here, as Digger Phelps of the technicals. "I was surprised too," Dantley said. "But we're in small arenas here.

"We've played all over the country," Digger agreed. "But it's not the same crowd. Give them (DePaul) credit.

And though the game appeared good to get out of hand at some times, the refs were not the target either. "I don't think they're trying to let us re a lly go," said Dantley. "I can accept that. I'm not going to be crying about it."

"We just blew it," Paterno added. "We just didn't have a no-look foul for DePaul. In the end it was clear that, whatever other factors were involved, we weren't good enough to cloud the clean, well-executed game of basketball this Irish had been seen.

The best game of our season," said Meyer, and none of the Irish could argue.

"I've played all over the country and in all kinds of arenas," added McLaughlin. "I think the Notre Dame club has been played in the football stadium. It's become a well-worn phrase, but when the Irish comes to town, everybody's gunning for them.

Maybe, but the victory was no fluke for DePaul. In the end it was ironically, in the person of junior goalie Ray Meyer and none of the Irish could argue.

"There were some very questionable calls on both sides."